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CHAPTER ONE

THE ORPHAN MARQUIS

[1757–1772]

NESTLED IN THE HILLY COUNTRY OF PROVINCIAL AUVERGNE sat an

unremarkable château in the unremarkable village of Chavaniac. Then, as
now, Auvergne was rustic and sparsely populated—far from the modern
world. It was beautiful and natural, with huge outcroppings of volcanic rock
erupting from the rich soil. Pastures, fields, and ancient primordial forests
sprawled in all directions. Isolated in the vast empty space of south central
France, Chavaniac was little more than a few dozen poor houses huddled
together around the château for protection.

Elsewhere in the Kingdom of France, noble families embraced the
Renaissance, the scientific revolution, and the Enlightenment. They rebuilt
their homes in the latest and most expensive styles. But the château in
Chavaniac was a product of its environment—simple and sturdy, bereft of
adornment, splendor, or ornamentation. There was no need to show off, for
there was no one to show off to.
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In the late summer of 1757, Château de Chavaniac was the home of
Gilbert du Motier, the marquis de Lafayette. The Lafayettes claimed an
ancient noble lineage stretching back to the year 1000, which included a
maréchal de France who fought alongside Joan of Arc; a knight who
participated in the Crusades; and most recently, the celebrated novelist
Madame de Lafayette. But despite these ancient claims, the Motier branch
of the family descended from the younger sons of younger sons. It was only
thanks to a cascade of sonless deaths in the main branch of the family a
century earlier that the title “marquis de Lafayette” landed on the shoulders
of their obscure Motier cousins.

Gilbert du Motier married up in the world. His wife, Julie de La Rivière,
now styled the marquise de Lafayette, came from a family of Breton nobles
who traced their lineage to the great medieval king Louis IX. Wealthier and
more respectable than the Lafayettes, the Rivières made their home in the
center of Paris rather the peripheral outskirts of the kingdom. Julie’s
grandfather was a legendary colonel once awarded the Cross of St. Louis,
and who remained a fixture of the French military establishment. Her father,
the comte de La Rivière, owned lucrative estates in Brittany. Rare among
his noble brethren, he possessed a head for business and parlayed shrewd
investments and modern agricultural techniques into an enviable fortune.

Gilbert and Julie married in May 1754. In the world of the French
nobility, marriage was about dynastic alliances and the consolidation of
property. Love was irrelevant. By these standards, their union was a huge
success for both families. As an aspiring young soldier, Gilbert’s new
connection to the Rivières promised to advance to his career. In exchange,
they gave their daughter’s hand to a poor rustic noble willing to accept a
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modest dowry that wouldn’t strain the family fortune. It was only by happy
accident the newlyweds discovered they actually liked each other. Julie
didn’t even mind relocating from the heart of Paris to the rugged pastures
and hills of Auvergne.

Thanks to his entrance into the Rivière family orbit, Gilbert du Motier
secured a commission as a colonel on the eve of yet another European war
of dynastic ambition. In the history books, this latest round of royal
bickering and imperial maneuvering is called the Seven Years’ War. It
started in 1756 as a limited contest in central Europe between Prussia and
Austria, but soon drew in all the great European powers and spread across
the world from India to the Americas. After receiving orders to join his
regiment along the Rhine river, Colonel Gilbert du Motier left Julie in the
company of his widowed mother, Marie-Catherine de Chavaniac, his
unmarried sister Madeleine, and a small host of servants and staff.
Emerging from this little pocket of quiet timeless peace, he rode off to join
the destructive thunder of a modern global war.

Colonel Lafayette remained stationed along the Rhine as Julie gave birth
to the couple’s first child on September 6, 1757. The next day, a priest
baptized the baby boy Marie-Joseph Paul Yves Roch Gilbert du Motier.
Despite this mouthful of an official title, the boy would be called Gilbert,
like his father. Acutely aware his parents saddled him with an absurd
procession of names, Lafayette later said, “I was baptized like a Spaniard.
But it was not my fault. And without pretending to deny myself the
protection of Marie, Paul, Joseph, Roch, and Yves, I more often called upon

Saint Gilbert.”1 Which is to say he relied on himself.
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AT THE TIME of little Gilbert’s birth, the Kingdom of France was divided
into three social and legal “estates.” The First Estate comprised the clergy.
The Second Estate comprised the nobility. And the Third Estate
comprised… everyone else. The first two privileged estates numbered
perhaps 5 percent of the population and enjoyed all the wealth, privileges,
and power the kingdom had to offer. Of them little was asked and much was
given. The Third Estate accounted for the remaining 95 percent of the
population. Of them much was asked and little was given.

Gilbert was born into the Second Estate—the nobility. He joined the tiny
elite of ducs, comtes, vicomtes, and marquises who ruled the kingdom and
claimed a litany of special privileges, exemptions, powers, and
responsibilities carried over from the ancient days of feudal society. Young
Gilbert was destined to be the noble lord of Chavaniac—where the common
peasants who lived around his family estates were obligated to pay certain
rents and taxes while displaying social and legal subservience. The
Lafayettes enjoyed a local reputation as honest and fair masters. But they
were still masters, and they never failed to collect what their vassals owed.

Not all nobles were cut from the same cloth, and the Second Estate itself
contained important legal, social, and economic stratifications. As the
nobility originally derived from the warrior knights who supported the
kings of medieval France, families who traced their lineage back to those
armor-clad retainers were called the noblesse d’épée—the sword nobles.
But in recent years, a new breed of noble rose up alongside them: the
noblesse de robe, or robe nobles. Chronically short of cash, the Crown sold
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offices and titles to rich members of the Third Estate who ambitiously
hoped to transcend their common origins and enjoy the privileges of
nobility, particularly exemption from taxes. A one-time payment to the
cash-starved Crown secured such titles and privileges. The old sword
nobility scorned this upstart class of robe nobles. They were especially
bitter because the economic fortunes of many of the sword nobles declined
as those of the robe nobles improved. The sword nobility believed they
deserved their rank and status because their ancestors once stood
courageously by the king at Agincourt and Castillon, not because their
father recently made a fortune selling barrels of salted fish.

At the very apex of French society were those who boasted ancient titles
and still retained vast personal wealth. The kings of France called upon this
innermost elite to make their homes at Versailles, where they were
systematically domesticated, tamed, and transformed from independent
lords of the realm into pampered courtiers maneuvering for the right to
hand the king his stockings or watch him eat dinner. There was very little
chance baby Gilbert would ever lay eyes on this world. The Lafayettes were
poor provincial sword nobles. Their job was to make sons to inherit their
modest family title, then go die in service to the king. This was the fate of
many Lafayettes. It would be the fate of Lafayette’s father. It was likely the
fate Lafayette expected for himself.

THE NEXT TWO years passed happy and contented. Julie and baby Gilbert
lived at Chavaniac under the care of the elderly Madame Chavaniac.
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Colonel Lafayette remained tied to his regiment on the frontier, only
making brief visits home. There was little action on the front lines, though,
and he wrote home in July 1759, “We are always in the greatest tranquility,
I send this to you with as much pleasure as in the hope of calming your
worries. The enemies are in the same position, and we in our unassailable
camp.… As we are not in any of the sieges to be made, you can, my dear
mother, be in the greatest security on my account.” He closed with
expressions of tender affection for his wife and his sister, but he reserved

the final line at the bottom of the letter for his only child: “I kiss my son.”2

This was the last letter he ever wrote home.
After a long period of inactivity, the French army finally launched an

offensive at the end of month. This advance swept Colonel Lafayette into
the thick of the Battle of Minden, one of the largest battles of the war. On
August 1, 1759, Colonel Lafayette’s commander brazenly advanced onto an
exposed ridge in an apparent show of reckless bravado. British artillery
sighted this surprisingly exposed French regiment and pummeled it with
shells. The reckless commander was killed immediately. Colonel Lafayette
briefly took his place, before a shell blew him to pieces. He was just
twenty-seven years old.

An older Lafayette noted ruefully his father’s death fit into a long
Lafayette family tradition. Historically the family produced “such a large
proportion of people killed on the battlefields, from father to son, that it had

become a kind of proverb in our province.”3 Colonel Lafayette left behind a
young widow and a two-year-old son who now bore the auspicious and
possibly cursed title “marquis de Lafayette.”

Julie, pregnant with the couple’s second child, was grief-stricken. She
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returned to live with her own family in Paris, where she would give birth to
a baby girl a few months later. She left little Gilbert behind under the care
of his grandmother Madame Chavaniac. Julie leaving her young child was
no great scandal. It was common enough for tutors, nurses, or older
relatives to raise the children of the aristocracy. Lafayette’s contemporary
Talleyrand, who would serve as foreign minister to multiple French
governments, said in his own memoirs he did not enjoy “the sweetness of

being under [my] parents’ roof” for a single week of his childhood.4

Despite a dead father and an absent mother, little Gilbert enjoyed a
happy childhood. As the little lord of Chavaniac, he stood at the exuberant
center of a warm circle of caregivers. His grandmother was revered locally
for her prudence, generosity, and judgment. Madame Chavaniac was also a
canny estate manager who carefully supervised her grandson’s inheritance.
His dead father’s two sisters also joined the household: Aunt Madeleine,
who never married, and Aunt Charlotte, who was herself recently widowed.
Charlotte came bearing a daughter, Marie, who was just a few years older
than Gilbert. Marie became a beloved surrogate sister, for whom Lafayette
bore nostalgic affection his entire life, saying, “Never did brother and sister

love each other more tenaciously.”5 These women ran the household and
watched over the little lord as he romped through the fields, hills, and
forests surrounding Chavaniac.

Shortly after the death of his father, two more deaths shaped the course
of the little lord’s young life. In April 1760, his younger sister Marie-Louise
Jacqueline died after just three months of life. Gilbert would forever after
remain an only child—and thus the sole receptacle of all the family’s titles,
fortunes, and expectations. The following year his maternal uncle died. As
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the only heir to the Rivière fortune, his death meant Julie’s three-year-old
son Gilbert was now destined to inherit property and riches dwarfing the
rustic Lafayette estates—however well they were managed by Madame
Chavaniac. The little marquis now represented the future of the Rivières as
much as the Lafayettes.

When Gilbert turned seven, Madame Chavaniac hired a young local
priest, Abbé Fayon, to serve as a live-in tutor. Fayon taught young Gilbert
reading, writing, and math. He introduced classics like The Iliad, The
Odyssey, and Julius Caesar’s Commentaries on the Gallic War, which was
the story of the conquest of Lafayette’s own homeland. The province of
Auvergne derived its named from the Arverni, an ancient Gallic tribe that
produced Vercingetorix, the last and greatest leader of the Gallic resistance
to the Roman conquest. The Battle of Gergovia, one of Caesar’s rare defeats
in the war, occurred practically in Lafayette’s backyard. The boy thrilled
with these tales of daring, adventure, courage, rebellion, and glory. He said
later, “I can recall no time in my life when I did not love stories of glorious

deeds, or have dreams of traveling the world in search of fame.”6

Under the guidance of Abbé Fayon, Gilbert blossomed. An older cousin,
the marquis de Bouillé, visited Chavaniac and found the young lord of the
house “singularly well-informed for his age… remarkable for his thinking,
his wisdom, his discretion, his self-control, and his powers of judgement.”
But he also said he detected in the boy “the seed of self-esteem and even

ambition.”7 In that time and place, this was not meant as a compliment, but
a warning.

No biographer can resist illustrating Lafayette’s emerging character with
the story of the Beast of Gévaudan—especially as it is a story Lafayette
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